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ABSTRACT
A novel enhancement system is developed that exploits the properties of stationary regions localized in both time and frequency.
This system selects stationary time-frequency (TF) regions and
adaptively enhances each region according to its local Signal-tonoise ratio (LSNR) while utilizing both the acoustical knowledge
of speech and the masking properties of the human auditory system. Each region is enhanced for maxi" noise reduction while
"iziag
distortion. This paper evaluates the p'oposed system
through informal listening tests and some objective measures.

As described in [5], the system makes no cffort to decimate
and then interpolatethe subbandsto reduce computationas in many
of thc systems described in [7]since the number of subbands is
limit& to only a few- aband per kilo-Hertz for maximum perfonnancethe computationalsaving by decimationis only marginal (factor of
number of subbands) and the difficulty of eliminating or compensating for aliasing can be overbearing.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describesthe proposed overall enhancement system. Sections 3 describes how interband acoustical information is used to detect unvoiced TF regions. Section 4 presents some examples using the proposed system. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

In speech enhancement, the main objective is to maximally reduce
noise while minimizingspeech distortion. To attain such objective,
a balanced traakofl between noise reduction and speech distortion
must be achieved as noise reduction imanabLy introduces speech
distortion. Many enhancement methods in the past sought this
tradeoff over the entire spectrum of short segments of Exed length.
However, by exploiting both time- and frequency-localizedbehavior of speech and also utilizing both the acoustical howledge of
speech [l, 2,3,4] and the masking properties of human auditory
system, a tradeoff that better achieves its objective is possible.
In this paper, a system which exploitsthe properties of stationary regions localized in TF is described. As in [SI, the proposed
system identifiesand selects sbtionary TF regions using M-band
decomposition with adaptive analysis windowing. For each selected region, the system makes various parameter adjustments for
inaximal noise reduction with "aldistortion. Instead of sequentially processing the channels as in [5] without utilizing any
interband acoustical knowledge, the proposed system enhances the
M channels in parallel using interband acoustical information.
The two essential operations involved in the tradeoff mentioned above are spectrum estimation and noise reduction. When
estimating the speech spectrum, an all-pole model is often used.
Given that the resolution of an all-pole spectrum is determined by
the order of the model [6], the order can be adjusted to achieve
'an appropriate spectral resolution to suite the local condition of
a region. Many enhancement methods have relied on fixed order
model regardless of both the signal characteristics and the SNR of
cach speech segment when estimating the speech spectrum;however, by varying the model order according to the changing charackristics of speech a more suitable estimate can be made. When
reducing noise, the Wiener filter has often been used although with
limited success. By modifying the Wiener Elter and adjusting
its parameters to reflect both the varying behavior of speech and
LSNR, a more balanced tradeoff is achieved.
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2. ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM

This system enhances speech in three steps. The first is identifying
and selecting stationary TF regions in degraded speech by M-band
decomposition with adaptive analysis windowing. The second is
estimating the spectrum and then adaptively enhancing each selected region according to its local signal-to-noise ratio (LSNR)
while utilizing the acoustical knowledge of speech. A modified
Wiener Elter based on selective linear prediction (SLP) model is
used to enhance each region. By adjusting both the order of the
model and the parameters of the Elter to suit the local characteristics, each region is enhanced for maximum noise reduction and
inininnun distortion. The third step involves synthesizing the M
enhanced channels and ultimately the enhanced signal.

2.1. Overview
The overall system is shown in Figure 1. As shoyk$ga$d
is ]initially decomposed into M channels {y [n])k.,
speech ~ [ n
by an M-band Elterbank (H(')(w)}E=,such tl~aty(~)[n]
=
h(k)[nqg[q where h(')[n] is the impulse response of the kth channel
Elter with frequency response Hck)(u).The passband and nonpassband of H(')(w) are denoted respectively by R E ) and R$I
so R$) U R g ) = R. = [0
Henceforward, the superscript
k will refer to the k t h channel. For example, y(')[n]refers to the
dc channel, and ~ ( ~ - ' ) and
[ n ~(''[n]
]
are adjoining channels for
k = 2,. .. ,M . The decompostion satisfies the following three
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Figure 1: Overall enhancement system.
where a frame constitutes a windowed segment of varying length.
is given by
The mth frame of the kth channel denoted by y:['n]
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The modified Wiener filter of the kth chatinel and mth time
interval is denoted by l-$)(m, U) and is given by

M
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Once the decomposition satisfying the above conditions is performed, stationary regions in each channel are identified and selected using an adaptive window whose length varies according to
the changing spectral characteristics of the channel'. The adaptive
window i+$)[n]corresponding to the mth time interval and kth
channel is designed such that the following condition is satisfied

Vn

.

(2)

m

The normalized crosscorrelation between the smoothed spectra in
two differed time intervals is used as a similarity measure; thus,
signal within an analysis interval will have steady similarity meastire [81.
Following the selection, each region is enhauced using the
modified Wiener filter based on an all-pole spectrum. To &ate
the all-pole spectrum in the frequency range of interest - either
in pasband or non-passband regions- selective linear prediction
(SLP) is used. The spectral resolution is adjusted by varying the
model order to suite both the LSNR and the acoustical behavior
of the region. In addition to varying the order of the model, the
parameters of the modified Wiener filter are also adjusted to suite
local conditions. In order to detemine the local conditions, the
k* reference signal q(')[n] = y(')[n] is used (discussed in Section 3). The enhancement is performed on a frame-by-frame basis
1%:

where P.("(m,w) and Pjk)(m,w)are respectively the estimated
SLP spectrum of speech and the noise spectruiii. To estimate Pi(")(m,
U),
separate sets of SLP coefficients are used for regions R g ) and
Rg1. As mentioned above, the order and the nwnbcr of iteration
are dependent on both the acoustical nature and the LSNR.The parameter c(')(m) is also varied depending on the local conditions.
The overlap-addmethod is used for the synthesis of each channel so that dk)[n](see Figure 1) is the enhanced signal of ~ ( ~ ) [ n ]
fork = 1, . ,M, and once each channel issynthesized, {ii(k)[n]},"=l
are suinmed for the synthesisof the enhanced signal ;[TI].

ccxlsrant

'A stationary signal is used here to roughly mean a si&
quency ccxlfent does not vary with time.
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3. TEE USE OF ACOUSTICAL 1KFORIIA"TIONOF
SPEECH
In order to improve the intelligibility of the overall speech, the
enhancement of both voiced and unvoiced sounds have to be performed equally well. Unfortunately, the energy of unvoiced sound
is much lower than that of voiced, and often in noisy speech unvoiced sound is inaudible in noise while voiced sounds are perfectly audible. This is reason why it is so difficult to enhance unvoiced sounds. By incorporating some acoustical knowledge of
speech, the proposed system can improve the enhanccinent of unvoiced sounds.
Considered to be mid-to-high frequency noise, unvoiced sound
is characterized by the spectral location of the energy weight. The

SNR is defined as follows:
seg. SNR of i[n] at 7n =

LSNR(*)(m)
> 15dB
OdB-15dB

< OdB

order
N/3

di)(m)
0.5

NU^. iter.

v:

v: 0.75
uv: 0.5

2

v:1.5
else 3.0

0

3

3

proposed enhancement system determines whether a signal localized in TF region is unvoiced or not by comparing its power to that
conespondiig to the ba~eband:the kth channel of mth time interval &'[n] where k > 1is considered unvoiced when its power
satifies the following condition3:
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where S ~ ~ ) ( and
w ) W$)(w) respectively represent kth channel
noise spectrum and Fourier transform of G%'[n].When noise exhihits similar acoustical behavior as unvoiced, the enhancement of
unvoiced sound becomes a matter of identifying and preserving
the spectral location of the energy weight by reducing less noise
around the spectral location of the energy weight relative to other
spcctral regions. In order to determine if a region is unvoiced or
not, ~ ( ~ ) =
[ ny(')[n],
]
k = 1,. ,M is required in order to evaluate (4). see Figure 1).
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Figure 2: Spectrograms of (a) clean ("That shirt swiiis too long")
(b) noisy and (c) enhanced.

4. EXAMPLE
To illustrate the performance of the proposed system two clean
sentences - "That shirt seems too long" and "He has the bluest
eyes"- respectively spokenby a femalespeaker and amale speaker,
sampled at 1OkHz are degraded at an SNR of lOdB by additive
white Gaussian noise and are then enhanced using parameters shown
in Table 1.
In Figures 2 and 4, each shows Spectrogramsof clean, noisy
and enhanced. Figures 3 and 5 show plots of segmental SNR of
both enhanced and noisy. The figure shows that noise reduction not
only in silenceregions but also in regions where various acoustical
forms of speech are present- of course speech distortion is kept to
a mini" for regions where speech is present. The segmental

5. CONCLUSIONS
The problem of reducing noise in speech which has been degraded
with additive noise has been investigated. The purpose of this
study was to develop a system that would maximize noise reduction while minimizing speech distortion. To attnhi this goal, a
balanced tradeoff between noise reduction and specch distortion
must be target-ted, as noise reduction oftenleids to speech distortion. Traditional enhancement methods try to achieve this balance
over the entire spectrum of a fixed-length windowctl speech segment; however, hy exploiting the local characteristics of stationary
TF regions and utilizing both interband acoustical inbrmation of
speech and the masking properties of the hunan auditory system,
a tradeoff that better achieves its objective cau bc inade.
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Figure 3: Segmental SNRs of enhanced and noisy (shown in Figure 2) versus sample number using Equation 5 with N. = 150.
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Figure 5: Segmental SNRs of enhanced and noisy (shown in Figure 4) versus sample number using Equation 5 w it11 Nd= 150.
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